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Abstract—XML is a markup language specifically designed for the Internet, and it has become the standard for representing and exchange the data on the Internet due to the ease of processing the exchanged information. However, the challenge is to serve and access XML data within the database efficiently. The difference between the nature of the database structure and XML data structure became an important research topic, and this led to emergence eXist-db, a native XML database which designed specifically to store large sizes of XML documents. This paper presents the indexing architecture of eXist-db, a native XML database and modified the query engine of eXist by indexing schema supports quick identification of structural node relationships thereby enhances query process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development and popularization of the Web technologies, as well as the XML data as a standard to present and exchange data on the internet, significant amount of XML documents are being added to the network continuously in various application domains. As a result, storing, indexing and querying large collection of XML documents have become an important issue [1][2]. The difference between the nature of the database structure and XML data structure, leads to some problems and important issues such as: Involved in storing data, retrieval from the database, and Lack of direct accessible in the database. Thus, we have a problem of designing the database, and this defect in databases prevents the maximum utilization of flexible XML which leads to problems in performance [3]. Current research focuses more and more on how to manage large amount of XML data effectively [4][5]. The advantages of the Native storage has been widely accepted, designed for processing XML data in native XML databases have received increasing attention, and has a very bright prospect [6].

An indexing scheme enhances query process and supports quick identification of structural node relationships. By indexing schema, can extend the application of path join algorithms to implement most parts of the XPath query language specification and add support for keyword search on element and attribute contents [7][8].

In this paper we introduce eXist _db's features and provide a quick overview of how to develop standalone and Web-based applications using the different interfaces provided with eXist.

Finally, we will take a closer look at eXist's indexing and storage architecture to see how query processing works.

II. OVERVIEW

1. eXist Background

eXist database is the most popular open source management system built using XML technology. eXist cover most of the basic features of the Native XML database as well as a number of advanced technologies such as keyword searches on text, queries on the proximity of terms, and regular expression-based search patterns. In addition, it is very good in the query response time, very easy to use, runs on most platforms, and it's easy to set up and operate, because of it is platform independent [9][1].

eXist _db in hierarchical collections provides schema-less storage of XML documents. Using an extended XPath syntax [10][11], users may query a distinct part of the collection hierarchy or even all the documents contained in the database. Despite being lightweight, eXist’s query engine implements efficient, index-based query processing.

2. eXist-db architecture

The overview of eXist-db system architecture is shown in Figure 1. Be dealt with all calls backend storage by broker class, implementing the database broker. Applications may access a remote eXist server via the interfaces such as: XMLRPC XML, SOAP, Rest, and WebDAV. API interface supported by eXist, which supports the embedding the database into an application without running an external server.

Currently, eXist’s XML RPC interface makes multiple RPC calls for retrieving the the XQuery results. The first RPC just gets the ids of the XML document and the positions of the nodes to be displayed within each document. Then a loop is run where in each iteration an RPC call is made by passing the XML document id and the position of the node id to get the actual XML node content. This was modified to have a single RPC call to gets all the required nodes of the XML document as a string. This enabled collation of results from various distributed servers without congesting the network. The XPath
engine is used to parse the XPath to find the clusters which are to be queried [12][13].

The new version of eXist-db 1.2, features a new indexing architecture. Where the indexes have been moved from the database core to be as pluggable extensions:

1. **Structural Indexes**

   Structural indexing is a check for understanding that utilizes key concept words. These index the nodal structure, elements (tags) and attributes, of the documents in a collection as a basis for content writing. It is created and maintained automatically in eXist, and used by all non-wildcard XPath and XQuery expressions in eXist (not ‘*’/*’). Structural indexes have also been used as statistical synopses for estimating selectivity’s of path expressions. This index is stored in the database file elements.dbx [16][16].

   For structural indexes to be practical, the index needs to map all the elements and attributes to help the query engine to resolve queries for a given XPath expression. For example:

   ```xml
   //book/section
   ```

   The basic approaches for eXist indexing for querying is:
   - Lookup for <book> node and then <section> node. Whereas: <book> node is parent for <section> node
   - Compute the structural relationship between the set's nodes, such as: Parent–Child (P–C), Ancestor–Descendant (A–D), or mixed types of both relationships, in an XML database [17][18]

2. **Range Indexes**

   Range indexes are special access methods used to retrieve data within the eXist-db. This index allows users to select nodes by identifying a single value or range of values, which must match or contain at least one value contained within an identified field by way of standard XPath operators and functions.

   ```xml
   <books>
   <book ISBN="94587403">
   <title>Beginning XML</title>
   <price>65.76</price>
   </book>
   <book ISBN="70156878">
   <title>XML in Technical Communication</title>
   <price>81.90</price>
   </book>
   </books>
   ```

   The node <price> has value as floating-point number (for example: "65.76"), this value has XSD data type of XS: double. eXist-db during the indexing will apply the data type for
<price> values as double floating point numbers, and ignore all
the values are not as double floating point numbers. Then,
range index will use expression to compare <price> with XS:
double value. For example:

\[ \text{book[price} > 135.0] \]

Instead of retrieval each element value and check it if XS:
double or not, range index provide the query engine with a
more efficient method of data conversion. Without range
indexes, eXist-db has to do full scan for the <price> elements,
and this consumes a long time especially with the large amount
of data [19].

3. Spatial Indexes and Ngram index

eXist-db currently came with two index types, to provide a
new method to index XML data. These indexes are:

3.1 Spatial index is a type of extended index that listens for
spatial geometries described through the Geography Markup
Language (GML) in the source XML to enable spatial queries.
A spatial index will store some of the geometric characteristics
of Geography Markup Language geometries [20].

3.2 Ngram indexes

An Ngram index is a contiguous sequence of N-characters.
It is a powerful and useful method for substring searching,
queries on scripts and languages such as Chinese and Japanese
which are without word breaks. An n-gram model is a type of
probabilistic language model for predicting the next item in
such a sequence in the form of a (N − 1) order Markov model
[21]. The following table shows 3-grams example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. THE CORRESPONDING 1-GRAM, 2-GRAM AND 3-GRAM SEQUENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Optional Indexes

In the new indexing architecture for eXist-db, some indexes
have been moved from the database core. Legacy Full Text,
The full text, and XML-id are optional indexes.

Legacy Full Text Indexes: This index is used to query for a
sequence of separate "words" or tokens in a longer stream of
text. While building the index, the text is parsed into single
tokens which are then stored in the index.

Full Text Indexes: This index refers to the technology that
allowing you to efficiently searching full text or single
document within the database. Full text index depends on
metadata or on parts of the original texts represented in
databases (such as titles, abstracts, selected sections, or
bibliographical references) [16].

XML-Id Index: An index of all xml:id attribute values is
automatically created. These values can be queried by fn:id().

IV. INDEXES AND RE-INDEXING

The establishment and management of indexes is a
common eXist-db system task. So you do not need to update an
index when you update a database document or collection,
because eXist-db will update the indexes via XUpdate or
XQuery Update expressions. eXist-db provides a mechanism to
create and configure indexes through a XML configuration file.
This configuration file allows to re-creation of same indexes in
the startup time.

After create the indexes, eXist-db will automatically
updates and maintains indexes defined by the user
(administrator). Thus, the user will not update the index when
update the database. When you add new index definition to
your database collection, eXist-db will apply this new index to
a new data added to the collection (or its sub-collections). RE-
INDEXING is used to apply the new indexes settings on all the
existing collections [22].

V. PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSION

eXist-db use indexes to improve query processing
performance on XML data. The indexing ability of eXist-db
allows fast access to data by using different structural
representations to reference the data [14].

Full-text indexing system makes it easy to create high-
performance document search systems with eXist, which can
dramatically increase the speed and sophistication of full text
searches. Range or Ngram indexes improve the performance of
queries that depend on string or value comparisons. Exist the
some indexes in the cache memory, reduces I/O operations and
the need to access the raw DOM to complete a query, because
it's allow eXist-db to load the right amount of data in the
memory.
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